Short films night

Evening for International and Czech students

Do you want to see the biggest dog in Czech Republic, meat in love, bear transformers or two of the most clumsy guys ever? Or do you wanna find out, what is that black creature on show in nearly every souvenir shop in Prague?*

Then come to another erasmus evening to Chladic student club! This time the topic will be: Short films. We start 7p.m., on Thursday, November 14th.

Czech republic and Slovakia (until just 20 years ago one single country, Czechoslovakia) have very rich tradition of animated and short film. We will screen several very famous of them, some being poetic children cartoons, some of them inventive short movies with serious background message.

But the idea of the evening is not just that. For sure, you know many interesting short films from your home country too. So what about to share it with others? Whether it is the favourite cartoon of your childhood, or some experimental piece of art you have seen recently, just bring it with you on DVD or USB flash drive and let’s watch it together!

After movies, we can go to sit for a while in some nearby pub.

Where to find Chladic club?

the basement of Hlavova 2030/8 (chemistry building), near tram station Albertov (trams 6, 7, 18, 24).

*Program can be changed regarding how much movies the participants will bring, the idea is to create the program together, with diversity as high as possible.